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The effect of drawing ratio in deep drawing process on thickness
distribution along the cup

Dr.A.D.Younis
University of Mosul

Abstract
In the present study the effect of drawing ratio in deep drawing process on the thickness
distribution along the cup (wall, base and nose) has been performed. Obviously, the
drawing ratio is the one of the most important parameter has been adopted to design the
drawing die. Both experimental and numerical models were carried out on various
drawing ratios (1.484, 1.589, 1.739, 1.908, 2.12 and 2.332).Tthe simulation results showed
that the best drawing ratio is 1.484, which gives small difference between maximum and
minimum thickness distribution along the cup. To examine the simulation results,
experimental tests were performed one of the drawing ratios which shows the same
behavior and pattern approximately.
 Keywords:ANSYS9, Deep Drawing Drawing ratio.
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NOMENCLATURE

mmInstantaneous outside radiusR
mmRadius of cupr
mmOriginal thickness

ot
MPaRadial stress

r
MPaInstantaneous stress

f

MPaThickness stress
t

MPaPrinciple stresses
321 ,,

MPaMean instantaneous stress
fmi

MPaUltimate stress
u

degreeSmall angle
Drawing ratio

1-Introduction

Deep drawing is one of the most important processes for sheet metal forming. It is the base
for the mass production of part pieces for many different applications, such as lighter casings
or parts of automobile bodies ….etc. Deep drawing may be defined as: it is a process in which
a blank or work piece is usually controlled by pressure plate, forced into and/or through a die
by means of a punch to form a hollow component in which the thickness is sub stantially the
same as that of the original material [1].It is important to assess the limitations on the drawing
ratio or reduction that can be accomplished successfully (i.e., without plastic instability) in a
design stage so that minimum number of draws to achieve the required reduction can be used.
Limiting drawing ratio (LDR) is defined as the ratio of the largest blank radius that can be
successfully drawn (i.e., without failure) to the punch radius. In deep drawing process, the
limiting drawing ratio depends on the characteristics of the material, die and punch design and
friction condition [2].
The drawing ratio must not exceed a maximum value, in order to prevent cracks at the bottom
of the cup.
When the friction between the drawn part and the punch is low, then failures will occur in the
base of the part. If the friction between the part and the punch is high, the base of drawn part
will be increasingly stressed with increasing friction in the can body so that the failure zone
will be moved to the body of the drawn can. In order to ensure a safe production process, it is
preferable to select a drawing ratio that is rather modest and less than the maximum possible
value [3].

2-Theoretical consideration

The drawing ratio (ß) is an important numerical value for cylindrical draw parts in
determining the required number of drawing steps. The drawing ration is the ratio of the
diameter of the initial blank form to the diameter of the drawn part.
Figure (1) shows a schematic view of a tool set up for a first draw.
Neglecting friction, the equilibrium condition in the radial direction in figure (1)
 Can be written as [1]:
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ddrrd rr ot - rdr ot  + t2 ot dr 0
2

sin d   ………. (3-1)

Replacing
2

sin d By
2

d because d angle is small

0
2

2 otororororor tddrtrdtdrddtrddtdrdtrd

Neglecting products of differential terms
drdr rddt ro drdt to 0ot

0drrddr trr

drrd trr

r
drd trr   ……………. (3-2)

The Tresca yield criterion
f31   …………………. (3-3)

At the onset of plastic flow. Substituting
r1 And t3 so that

ftr

The Tresca criterion predicts values which on
 the average are about 10%. Tresca equation,
a correction factor is introduced:

ftr 1.1  ……………… (3-4)
From eqns. (3-2) & (3-4)

r
drd fr 1.1   ……………. (3-5)

The radial stresses are obtained by integration of eqns. (3-5).
r

R
fr r

drd
r

1.1
0

r
R

fmir ln1.1  ………………. (3-6)

Where LDR=R/r

By neglecting the friction effect and blank holder force and by approximately from tensile
test:

ufmi 3.1
LnLDRur 43.1

: max To calculate the limiting drawing ratio
 Ultimate tensile strength of the sheet ur max

LnLDRuu 43.1
Ln LDR=0.7
LDR=2.02                 …… this results as the same which calculated by Hosford [4]

Fig. 1 Deep drawing Tool [1]
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3-Numerical model
The finite element method has become a powerful tool of numerical solution wide range of
engineering problems. In this method of analysis a complex region defining a continuum is
discretzed into simple geometric shapes called finite elements. In the finite element method it
will often be possible to improve or refine the approximate solution by spending more
computational effort. The solution region is considered as built up of many small,
interconnected sub regions called finite elements [5].
Three type's elements are selected:
1-Visco106 to represent the blank.
2-TARGET169 to represent the tool.
3-CONTACT171 to represent thee contact between blank and tool.

In this work the commercial FEM code (ANSYS 9) are used to simulate the process of deep
drawing operation.
Cup forming was created and the numerical results were comparing with the experimental
results.

4- Experimental work
With the use of the same conditions as those set for the finite element simulations. The
experiment was carried out using the INSTRON testing machine which has a capacity of
machine 100 KN the crosshead speed of the testing machine was kept constant at 10 mm/min.
A typical cylindrical cup drawing process was chosen for detailed analysis in deep drawing
process with draw beads. The cup (49.9mm) outer diameter with corner radius .6mmrd and
(22mm) height is axisymmetric and the blank from which it is formed has a diameter (82mm),
the punch (47.1mm) diameter with corner radius .2mmrp , a thickness of (1mm) mild steel.
This cup without flange, and completely drawn into the die shown in figure (2).

Figure (2) the sample of completely drawn cup
5- Results and discussions

In this paper the variable study the size of blank and the effect has been explained and
discussed upon the deep drawing during process, using six different sizes of blank. The
relations between the distance from cup center with the strain, stress and thickness were also
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discuses, also the load relation with the punch displacement was considered. Comparisons of
numerical and experimental results were carried out for only one case (one size of blank).
Figure (2) shows the completely drawn cup from the experimental process, it can be seen
from this figure there is no wrinkling and the difference between the maximum and minimum
thickness is very small, so that good uniform distribution thickness
Along the cup has been achieved.
Figure (3) represents the relationship between draw force (punch load) and displacement in
case of the theoretical and experimental results(which calculated by the INSTRON test
machine directly). It can be seen that both curves have the same pattern.
Figure (4) shows the relationship between the thickness distribution and distance from the cup
center, these curves are similar and has no significant change between theoretical and
experimental results (which calculated by the Tip Micrometer).
Figure (5) shows the relationship between thickness and distance from the cup center for all
the drawing ratios considered cases. It can be observed that the best results is founded at
drawing ratio of 1.484, which gives minimum variation between maximum and minimum
thickness distribution (approximately 0.05) along the cup, so that this value is less than the
LDR which calculated in the theoretical consideration.

Thickness Distribution
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Effective Stress
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Figure (6) represents the relationship between the effective strain and distance from the cup
center, which gives the maximum value at drawing ratio of 1.908. It can be pointed out  that
the difference values of the effective strain is high near the center radius (under punch)
because the action equal biaxial tension and will gradually decrease as move away towards
the edge.

Finally, figure (7) represents the relationship between the effective stress and the distance
from cup center. In all considered cases, the behavior is observed to be uniform and similar
approximately. Where the effective stress show low value and almost constant under the
punch base, because there is no forming would take place under the punch base. After that the
effective stress increases on the cup wall until reached the maximum value at the end of the
cup wall.
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Fig. (5) The effect of drawing ratio on the thickness distribution

Fig. (6) The effect of drawing ratio on
the effective strain

Fig. (7) The effect of drawing ratio on
the effective stress
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